
Heritage 
Statements and 
Heritage Impact 
Assessments 

The Heritage Statement or Heritage Impact Assessment is to ensure that the 
heritage asset(s) that are or have the potential to be affected by the proposals 
and their setting are identified. 

The Heritage Statement/Impact Assessment should identify all heritage assets 
potentially affected and their settings; Specifically, it must describe their 
significance; and assess the potential impact of the proposal on that 
significance, including direct physical change and change to their setting. 

Heritage assets include designated and non-designated assets, as well as 
both buildings and below ground archaeology. 

In some cases, it will be necessary to use appropriate expertise to undertake 
the Heritage Impact Assessment.  

The NPPF and PPG include a Glossary and explanation of terms, such as 
‘heritage asset’, ‘setting’ and ‘significance’: 

Heritage asset: A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape 
identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration in planning 
decisions, because of its heritage interest. Heritage asset includes designated 
heritage assets and assets identified by the local planning authority (including 
local listing). 
Setting of a heritage asset: The surroundings in which a heritage asset is 
experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset and its 
surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a positive or negative 
contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate 
that significance or may be neutral. 
Significance (for heritage policy): The value of a heritage asset to this and 
future generations because of its heritage interest. That interest may be 
archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives not only 
from a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also from its setting. 
(NPPF Annex 2: Glossary) 

Information Classification: CONTROLLED 



For applications affecting a heritage asset such as a World Heritage Site, 
Conservation Area or Listed Building a Heritage Statement or Heritage Impact 
Assessment will be required. The level of information required will depend on the 
scale and nature of the development. The statement should consider and describe 
the Heritage Asset and demonstrate that the asset has been assessed and 
understood. As a minimum, the Historic Environmental Record (HER) should have 
been consulted.  

Information Classification: CONTROLLED 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
The National Planning Policy Framework (Department for Communities and 
Local Government, March 2012) Section 194 states that: In determining 
applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant to describe the 
significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made 
by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ 
importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of 
the proposal on their significance. As a minimum the relevant historic 
environment record should have been consulted and the heritage assets 
assessed using appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a site on 
which development is proposed includes, or has the potential to include, 
heritage assets with archaeological interest, local planning authorities should 
require developers to submit an appropriate desk-based assessment and, 
where necessary, a field evaluation 
National Planning Policy Framework: 

National Planning Policy Framework - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-planning-policy-framework


Heritage Statement 
and Impact 

Assessment 

SITE NAME 

ADDRESS OF 
SITE 
(INCLUDING 
POSTCODE) 

GRID REFERENCE

1. What heritage asset(s), including their setting, are potentially affected by the
proposals? (Please tick the relevant boxes below)

2. Proposed Works

Please state the type of proposal e.g. extension to a listed building, internal alterations

Information Classification: CONTROLLED 

1. Scheduled Monument (SM)
2. World Heritage Site (WHS)
3. Listed Building (LB)
4. Conservation Area (CA)
5. Registered Park and Garden (RPG)
6. Historic Battlefield (HB)
7. Locally Listed Heritage Asset (LLHA)
8. Archaeological Notification Area (ANA)
9. Other Non-Designated Heritage Asset (including below ground
archaeology)



Information Classification: CONTROLLED 

Please list the works proposed including specific materials e.g. replacement single glazed 
timber windows, reroofing, removal of internal wall, reinstatement of original staircase, damp 
proofing works to basement etc.



Information Classification: CONTROLLED 

3. Pre Application Advice

Have you sought pre-application heritage advice from the relevant local planning authority?

Yes No

If Yes, please provide a copy of any written correspondence with reference number/contact 
name if applicable.

Have you sought pre-application heritage advice from Historic England?

Yes  No

If Yes, please provide a copy of any written correspondence with reference number/contact 
name if applicable.



4. What is known about the affected heritage asset(s)

Using the information obtained through research and on-site analysis provide a 
summary of the history of the site/building.

Please add a summary history of the site/building including specifically the parts that will be 
impacted by the proposals – e.g. how the site/building was originally laid out, how it has 
evolved, phases of construction and/or change Please also provide information on past 
impacts – e.g. modern extension, drainage, former footings, recent landscaping, gardening. 
Please add any research material as an appendix to this report.

Information Classification: CONTROLLED 



Information Classification: CONTROLLED 

5. What is important about the affected heritage asset(s) (‘the significance’)?

Use this space to describe the significance of the heritage asset(s) and their setting 
(including below ground archaeology) identified in Section 3. Please see the guidance under 
‘further information’ on page 1 on what a heritage asset is and how to define significance.

(Please continue on separate sheet of paper if further space is required and attach as an 
appendix to this report )

6. How will the proposals impact on the significance of the heritage asset(s) and
their setting?

Please identify and explain what impact the proposals have on the heritage asset(s) i.e. 
loss or disturbance of historic building fabric, below or above ground archaeological 
impacts, setting or change of relationship between buildings and altering scale. (Please 
continue on separate sheet of paper if further space is required and attach as an 
appendix to this report).



Information Classification: CONTROLLED 

7. How has the proposal been designed to conserve the significance of the heritage
asset(s) and their setting?

Describe how the proposal has been designed to conserve and enhance the significance of 
the heritage assets (including below ground archaeology). Also describe how any harmful 
impacts have been avoided or minimized. For example, use of raft foundations, movement of 
the proposed extension to a less sensitive location.

(Please continue on separate sheet of paper if further space is required and attach as 
an appendix to this report.)

Contact Details: 

Historic England: www.historicengland.org.uk

Local Planning Authority: 

Cornwall Council: https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/ 

Cornwall Council Planning Pages: https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planning-and-building-
control/ 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/
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	SITE NAME: Field adjoining the SE boundary of The Oak House
	ADDRESS OF SITE: The Oak House,
Little White Alice,
Calvadnack,
Carnmenellis,
Redruth,
TR16 6PL
	GRID REFERENCE: SW 69844 34982
	Scheduled Monument: Yes
	Listed Building: Off
	Conservation Area: Off
	Registered Park and Garden: Off
	Historical Battlefield: Off
	Locally Listed Heritage Asset: Off
	Archeological Notification Area: Off
	Preapp?: No
	Preapp Name: 
	Historic England Preapp?: Yes
	Historic England Correspondence: 
	Info about the heritage asset:       The Historic Landscape Characterisation of the proposed site is 20th Century Farmland and lies within the UNESCO WHS of the Wendron Mining District. This District contains many historic artefacts from the copper and tin mining industries of the Industrial Revolution; disused mines, engine houses and shafts being widespread. Reference to the Historic Environment Records (HER, https://map.cornwall.gov.uk/website/ccmap/) revealed such features, none of which are closer to the proposed solar array than a shaft (now gone) 110 m SE of the site, as shown in the Aerial View contained in the Appendix.

     Also of great significance is the archaeological wealth of the area, reaching back to Pre-Historic times. The abundance of tin and copper containing ores in this region will have underpinned Bronze-Age communiities, as tin and copper are the principal components of this alloy. Archaeological evidence in the region is correspondingly plentiful and - although none of these are within 130 m of the proposed position of the solar panels - HER records of the artefacts close to them (https://www.heritagegateway. org.uk/gateway/) are also indicated in the accompanying Aerial View. These include (A)  White Alice - suggested site of an Iron Age / Romano British round, Grid Ref SW 6973 3493; (B) White Alice - Early Medieval field boundary, Grid Ref SW 6976 3477; (C) A pre-historic artefact scatter: a flint scraper or notched flake having been found, Grid Ref SW 6970 3523; (D) A blocked hull beneath Calvadnack Vean, scheduled monument number 425758, Grid Ref SW 6974 3559; (E) C19 Milestone, grade II listed, opposite Caddy's Corner; (F) A Pre-Historic find spot and an Early Medieval findspot and mine, Grid Ref SW 7018 3435; and (G) Medieval Settlement & Post Medieval Bridge, Grid Ref SW 7038 3594. Of these, the nearest (A) is 130 m E of the proposed solar array.

     The visual impact of the proposed solar panels on the surrounding setting was also addressed. Due to the undulating topography, views of the development can only be seen outside the immediate setting where the viewpoint is at an elevated position and not obscured by vegetation or hedges. The only sites which meet these criteria in areas open to the public (highways and public footpaths) are indicated by broken yellow lines in the Aerial View (Appendix). There are very few places where this is possible. The Arabic numeral shown alongside each such location corresponds to the numbered photograph  ('Views of Panels', Appendix) taken from that location, facing the position of the proposed solar panels. In all views from public roads (300 to 750 m away) the distant panels would occupy only a small section of the visual field. The heights and positions of the solar panel images added to these views were guided by 4 marker poles, 2.2m high, positioned at the corners of the array perimeter. Only close-up, where a Cornish hedge dips along a section of the boundary (location 4) do the panels have a greater visual impact.

	Affect the setting: Apart from the landscape itself, there are no known heritage assets above or below ground in the areas in question, although the discovery of hitherto unknown historic artefacts remains a possibility.
In terms of visual impact on the landscape itself, the solar panels will be visible from two short sections of public highway, although they only appear as minor features of the overall visual field, owing to their distance away from these viewing places (Views of Panels, pictured locations 1, 2, 3 & 5).
The greatest visual impact of the solar panels will be from the public footpath which runs along the other side of the Cornish hedge next to the proposed site, especially where the height of the hedge declines to the SE of the solar panels (Views of Panels, pictured location 4).
	Materials: This application is for the ground installation of 28 black solar panels (11.48 kWp) together with all associated cabling and equipment for connection to the consumer unit, a pair of 5 kW batteries, and an electric car charging point. Being all-electric, our current annual electricity consumption is approximately 11,000 kW. 

The nearest boundary to the proposed construction runs NW - SE and consists of a Cornish hedge approximately 1.5 m high. The panels will run alongside this boundary, but no closer to it than 5 m. The 28 solar panels (each measuring 1722mm x 1134mm) will be arranged into four sets: two containing 8 solar panels each (4 x 2 arrays: 2 high, 4 wide) and two containing 6 each (3 x 2 arrays: 2 high, 3 wide). The arrays will be placed one in front of the other with a gap of about 6 m between each, to prevent self-shading. In each array, the panels will be arranged in profile and will face due south at an inclination of 30 degrees from the horizontal.  The area within the field encompassing the solar panels and gaps inbetween, will be 30 m x 5 m = 150 sq m. Bespoke ground mount kits, comprising galvanized steel rail assemblies with 1.3 m deep ground screws, will be used to mount and secure the PV panels (see: Dimensions & Layout of Solar Panel Arrays, in the Appendix).

Weatherproof inverters to convert DC to AC electricity will be attached to, or positioned beside, the panels. A narrow trench, 70 m long, running between the panels and the house will be carefully excavated to accommodate 16 sq. mm, 4-core, steel armour-shielded cable, which will conduct the generated electricity towards 2 x 5kW batteries sited in an existing storeroom, attached to the front of The Oak House. Where stone paving has been laid alongside the House, the cable will not be buried, but will be secured into the right-angle between wall and paving. Connections will also be made to the 3-phase electricity supply beside the storeroom and a car charging point will be installed.  

Once the cables have been laid, the trenches will be carefully refilled and restored to grass and the area in between and beneath the arrays of solar panels will be restored and maintained as meadow. Any damage to the ground along the access route will be repaired. Foxglove seeds will be scattered onto, and blackthorn and hawthorn saplings will be planted beside, a lower section of Cornish hedge to the immediate South of the solar panels, to reduce the visual impact of the panels for anyone using the public footpath which runs along the other side of this Cornish hedge. 

While the cable trench is being dug, any unusual objects or ground discontinuities which emerge (indicative of below-ground archaeology) will be reported immediately to Cornwall Council Archaeologists (e.g. Francis Shepherd or Hannah Curnow; her@cornwall.gov.uk). In such an event, any further excavation would stop until permission to proceed was given. If further trenching was prohibited, it would then become necessary to route the cable above ground instead. The Company carrying out these works will be notified in writing of these requirements before any work commences.
	Significance: No specific Heritage assets have been identified as coinciding with any area being considered either for the solar panels and cabling, or for the route of access to them, apart from the landscape or setting itself, which falls within the WHS of the Wendron Mining District. 
It is our hope and belief that the proposed development will not compromise the surrounding landscape, due to the design, the careful positioning and the mitigating measures to be taken to minimize impact.
	How does it conserve?: Conservation:
In view of the WHS status of the area, the whole undertaking will be conducted so as to avoid any damage to the landscape. Trench digging will proceed with caution and will stop altogether in the event of uncovering anything indicative of buried archaeological features, only to resume if given the go-ahead by a qualified, council-approved archaeologist. Any damage to the landscape will be promptly repaired. 
Minimization of Harmful Impacts:
Rather than having a single, elongated, south facing solar array which would project considerably into the field and accentuate its visual impact, the solar panels have been designed to be arranged into smaller arrays,arranged one behind the other, close to the Cornish Hedge which forms the SW field boundary (see: Dimensions & Layout of Solar Panel Arrays, in Appendix).
The area beneath and inbetween the solar arrays will remain as (or be restored to) meadow and the section of low hedge to the South of the arrays will be sown with foxglove and red campion and  the ground directly beside this planted with hawthorn and blackthorn: all common hedge species in our field boundaries and within the Carnmenellis landscape in general. These will act as a screen between the footpath and the solar panels which, in our experience, are unlikely to be grazed or trampled by wandering herds of wild red deer. 
	Other Non-Designation Heritage Asset: Off
	World Heritage Site: Off
	Proposed Works: Ground installation of 28 solar panels, two 5kW batteries, a car charger, and all associated cabling and equipment for connection to the consumer unit and to the electricity board supply.


